
 Inspired by Christ, We journey together, Embracing Faith Life and Learning 
This document is fluid with intentions of staff buy in and check ins throughout the year: Our Main Priorities for 2021 are  
1st Priority Major Focus: Lived and Celebrated Catholic Identity-engaging in An explicit improvement agenda and Catholic Identity 
 

2nd Priority Major Focus: Reading engaging Analysis of Data, effective pedagogical practice and An Expert Team 
 

3rd Priority Major Focus: Numeracy engaging Analysis of Data, effective pedagogical practice and An Expert Teaching Team 
 

 

IMPROVEMENT 
PRIORITY 

School Goals 

Lived and  Celebrated 
Catholic Identity 
 
 

In 2021 the staff of St Therese’s through the lens of a Lived and Celebrated Catholic Identity, are committed to 
implementing various strategies to inspire and build positive, caring relationships based mutual trust and support so that 
we develop a culture of diversity connectedness that invigorates and nurtures the wellbeing of all. 

● Development of Staff Wellbeing Team 
● Engagement in RELISH  
● Staff Formation 
● Goal Setting 

IMPROVEMENT 
PRIORITY 

School Goals 

Improving student 
achievement and growth 
in literacy and Numeracy 

Mantra: Implementation of ‘Precision Pedagogy’ through focused learning and teaching results in maximising learning 
for students: Implement the use of research base teaching strategies and practices in all classrooms to improve student 
learning throughout the school so that students are engaged challenged and learning successfully. 

● Engagement of Imperatives around curriculum and wellbeing for all 
  

IMPROVEMENT 
PRIORITY 

School Goals 

Build staff Capacity Develop a strong improvement strategies to unite school staff in their commitment to improve the quality of teaching 
and learning so that it is grounded in evidence from research data and practice and expressed in terms of measurable 
outcomes in student achievement and wellbeing. 

● Improvement in Student Attendance 
● Learning Walks and Talks and engagement with Lyn Sharratt 
● Learning Partner Days that involves Year Cohorts and Leadership team twice a term 


